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There is no shortage of Heating Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC) contractors offering “seasonal tune
ups” or “maintenance services.” The variations in price and service can be exhausting to most
consumers researching which company offers the best deal. Many customers ask “does a higher
price mean a more comprehensive service review of my system? Will entering into a maintenance
program save me money on repairs down the road? What is the standard for a residential
maintenance that contractors should provide?”
Fortunately, the Air Conditioning Contractors of
America (ACCA) developed a standard as an American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) accredited developer for
HVAC contractors. “This standard establishes the minimum
level of acceptable compliance for HVAC equipment
maintenance inspections for residential applications.”1 ANSI
created the standard so consumers could “compare the value
of the additional recommended corrective actions needed to
remedy identified faults.”1

1

Air Conditioning Contractors of America . Maintenance of Residential HVAC Systems. Standard Number: ANSI/ACCA 4
QM – 2013, Arlington: American National Standards Institute, 2013.

When an HVAC contractor discusses “seasonal maintenance” or “performance tune ups” they are
referencing to system maintenance. “A maintenance inspection seeks to identify deficiencies that
degrade or impair the HVAC system, including its components. The HVAC contractor shall
recommend actions to correct these deficiencies.”1 The following are the responsibilities and
elements for a maintenance inspection:
HVAC contractor’s responsibilities: Appropriately licensed HVAC contractors are expected to:
Inspect all HVAC equipment and components to identify faults which contravene the
following applicable documents: manufacturer’s instructions, manufacturer’s warranty
requirement, building codes, occupant safety or health standards, environmental
regulations, and recognized industry good practices.
Inform the customer of improper operation finding(s), corrective action(s) taken, corrective
action(s) recommended, and the price to complete the recommended action(s).
Homeowner’s responsibilities: The homeowner is ultimately responsible for the HVAC equipment’s
required maintenance. They are encouraged to use appropriately licensed and certified HVAC
contractor to either perform inspection tasks or implement a maintenance program. The
homeowner must understand which corrective actions are included and which corrective actions
require their authorization to perform.
Maintenance inspection elements:
During the first visit to a home (or prior to the visit where applicable), HVAC contractors should ask
questions which help them assess:
Customer’s concerns and opinions of their comfort, indoor air quality, utility costs, and
equipment performance.
Appropriately licensed HVAC contractors meet the state and local requirements for licensing,
insurance, bonding, and proficiency.
Inquire about known history (when the home was built, renovations, etc.)
Equipment type, system make, model, serial number (if applicable), year manufactured, and
install date (if known).
These elements will assist the contractor to identify the minimum equipment performance criteria
based on the manufacturer’s performance data and industry standards. The HVAC contractor should
make a reasonable effort to retrieve this performance data from the OEM or a distributor while
upholding residential code requirements. During follow up visits, HVAC contractors may simplify the
questions to reveal changes since the last visit.
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Mechanical systems require routine monitoring, adjustments, periodic cleaning, and eventual
replacement of components. Regularly scheduled inspections and maintenance are often
required to maintain the original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) warranty. Conducting
regularly scheduled inspections, maintenance, and remediation of HVAC systems prolongs
equipment efficiency, promotes healthy clean air, supports lower utility costs, guards against
unexpected failures, and prolongs equipment life. Occupants and the environment will both
benefit.
-

ACCA and ANSI 2013

Most heating and cooling systems come with an
industry standard ten year parts warranty. Most
equipment manufacturers require proof of
regular
maintenance
when
requesting
replacement of major system components. If the
system is not regularly maintained, the
equipment manufacturer could refuse to cover
the part due to system neglect. Do not let this
happen to you. Grand Air recommends setting
system maintenance schedules according to the
season; have a tune up in the fall and in the
spring. By setting a schedule for system tune ups
during these times of the year, you will better
prepare your systems to operate at maximum
efficiency when you need them the most.

Grand Air is proud to offer the “Best Tune Up Offer in the Valley.” We have incorporated the
recommended check lists provided by the ACCA and ANSI at a fraction of the cost many HVAC
contractors offer (appendix A). Our Grand Maintenance Plan includes two maintenances per year. If
you have a breakdown between scheduled tune ups, the GRAND plan offers you the security of one
free service / diagnostic call per year and the convenience of priority scheduling at an unbeatable
deal. For more information or to schedule your next maintenance, please visit www.grandairaz.com
or contact us at (623) 299-7000.
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Advanced Reciprocating Compressor - Type of compressor that uses a more efficient process for compressing refrigerant for
better cooling efficiency.
AFUE - Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency. Indicated as a percentage, your furnace's AFUE tells you how much energy is being
converted to heat. For example, an AFUE of 90 means that 90% of the fuel is being used to warm you home, while the other
10% escapes as exhaust with the combustion gases.
BTU - British Thermal Unit. Used for both heating and cooling, BTU is a measure of the heat given off when fuel is combusted.
One BTU is equal to the heat given off by a wooden kitchen match.
Capacity - The ability of a heating or cooling system to heat or cool a given amount of space. For heating, this is usually
expressed in BTU's. For cooling, it is usually given in tons.
Compressor - Part of a split system heat pump or air conditioner's outdoor unit that controls the pressure applied to the
refrigerant, necessary for taking in heat to warm your home or getting rid of heat to keep your home cool.
Condenser Coil - Part of a split-system air conditioner or heat pump. By converting refrigerant that is in a gas form back to a
liquid, the coil sends heat carried by the refrigerant to the outside.
Damper - A type of "valve" used in ductwork that opens or closes to control airflow. Used in zoning to control the amount of
warm or cold air entering certain areas of your home.
Downflow - A type of furnace that takes cool air from the top and blows warm air to the bottom - common when your furnace
must be located in a second-floor closet or utility area.
Electronic Air Cleaner (EAC) - An electronic device that filters out large particles and contaminants in indoor air. It then
electronically pulls out tiny particles that have been magnetized, such as viruses and bacteria, drawing them to a collector
plate.
Load Estimate - A series of studies performed to determine the heating or cooling requirements of your home. An energy load
analysis uses information such as the square footage of your home, window and door areas, insulation quality and local
climate to determine the heating and cooling capacity needed by your furnace, heat pump or air conditioner.
Evaporator Coil - Part of a split system air conditioner or heat pump located indoors. The evaporator coil cools and
dehumidifies the air by converting liquid refrigerant into a gas, which absorbs the heat from the air. The warmest refrigerant
is then carried through a tube to the outdoor unit (condenser coil).
Fan Coil - An indoor component of a heat pump system, used in place of a furnace, to provide additional heating on cold days
when the heat pump does not provide adequate heating.
HSPF - The Heating Seasonal Performance Factor is a measure of the heating efficiency of a heat pump. The higher the HSPF
number, the more efficiently the heat pump heats your home.
Horizontal Flow - A type of furnace, installed on its "side," that draws in air from one side, heats it and sends the warm air out
the other side. Most often used for installations in attics or crawl spaces.
Humidifier - A piece of equipment that adds water vapor to heated air as it moves out of the furnace. This adds necessary
moisture to protect your furnishings and reduce static electricity.
Matched System - A heating and cooling system comprised of products that have been certified to perform at promised
comfort and efficiency levels when used together, and used according to design and engineering specifications.
MERV Rating - The Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value is the standard comparison of the efficiency of an air filter. The MERV
scale ranges from 1 (least efficient) to 16 (most efficient), and measures a filter's ability remove particles from 3 to 10 microns
in size.
Operating Cost - The day-to-day cost of running your home comfort equipment, based on energy use.
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Payback Analysis - Overall measure of the efficiency and value of your home comfort system. By combining your purchase
price and ongoing operating costs, a payback analysis determines the number of years required before monthly energy
savings offset the purchase price.
Reclaiming - Returning used refrigerant to the manufacturer for disposal or reuse.
Reciprocating Compressor - A type of compressor used in air conditioners that compress refrigerant by using a type of
"piston" action.
Recycling - Removing, cleaning and reusing refrigerant.
SEER - The Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio is a measure of the cooling efficiency of your air conditioner or heat pump. The
higher the SEER number, the more efficient the system is at converting electricity into cooling power.
Scroll Compressor - A specially designed compressor that works in a circular motion versus. an up and down piston action.
Setback Thermostat - A state-of-the-art electronic thermostat with a built-in memory that can be programmed for different
temperature settings at different times of the day.
Split System - Refers to an air conditioner or heat pump that has components in two locations. Usually, one part of the system
is located inside (evaporator coil) and the other is located outside your home (condenser coil).
Thermostat - Unit that monitors and controls your HVAC system products.
Ton - A unit of measure for cooling capacity. One ton=12,000 BTUs per hour.
Total Home Comfort System - The ultimate solution to providing you with consistent, customized home comfort, despite the
ever-changing weather.
Upflow - A type of furnace that draws cool air from the bottom and blows the warmed air out the top into the duct work. This
type of furnace is usually installed in a basement or an out-of-the-way closet.
Ventilator - A ventilator captures heating or cooling energy from stale indoor air and transfers it to fresh incoming air.
Zoning - A way to increase your home comfort and energy efficiency by controlling when and where heating and cooling
occurs in a home. Programmable thermostats are used to control operating times of the equipment. Dampers are used to
direct airflow to certain parts or "zones" of the home.
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